
Workshop Discussions: Environment 

What are the opportunities in this area? 
- Environmental monitoring 

- Educate the population around what the carbon tax is 

- Stopping oil sands expansion while supporting workers 

- Federal and company to restore abandoned wells so that they pay  

- Keep pushing on the climate plan 

- Influence the monitoring and reporting regime 

- Support existing multi-stakeholder initiatives - air sheds and watersheds 

- Normalize the conversation about climate change - make it not scary to move people 

(make carbon tax) not scary 

- Huge no, but have a huge yes - public, loud interventions by climate advocates 

- Gradual opportunity to close down the oil sands, no new wells, especially fracking 

- Are we building buildings for a future with less energy? 

- Reform government revenue streams - they are not taking any royalties, so this is the 

moment to break the government's dependency on fossil fuel revenues, to open up 

other policy possibilities  

- How do engage Albertans in reducing their carbon footprint - from about 20 to about 4 - 

difficult to see a way forward without a constituency - we're not going to get one by 

telling people it will be easy, we're each going to have to give up more - it is in some 

ways beyond government's ability to do it - everyone wants an exemption to the carbon 

tax  

- Educate and empower the community on green jobs and the potential 

 

What are the strategies in this area? 
- Find out what's going on in the community already to mobilize   

- What’s the function of our dependence on fossil fuels, and how do we come up with 

solutions to replace them? 

- Need to make things real to people, concrete, so they can see the benefits, because 

right now what is real is jobs in the oil sands - push the government in a direction they 

probably want to go anyway 

- The last week has highlighted where a large number of Albertans are - there is a deep 

personal relationship  

- Our job is to expand the Overton window, so that the government doesn't get lynched if 

it suggests slowing bitumen export 

- Describe a place where we're going  

- We can't imagine what our lives would be like without oil and gas, so how can we sell it 

to other people - we need to wrap out heads around really practical things  

- We have to go from zero to one hundred with climate and it makes people feel hopeless 

- we get stuck in behavior 



- Teach kids to love the outside 

- Bringing together industry, Ngos, and government for collaboration, interspace 

negotiation, getting to yes, understand where people are coming from and can better 

negotiate 

- Health unions should be more involved because climate is a health issue 

- PIA could hold a weekend event to talk about barriers and opportunities  


